CHALLENGE

Are your assets delivering value? How do you ensure your assets actively contribute to the achievement of the company’s business objectives and strategy? Furthermore, what about your stakeholders’ requirements? Can you prove that your assets are in control?

Is the Asset Management policy and strategy aligned with the organizational strategic plan? Are the Asset Management processes designed and implemented effectively and efficiently? Are the required competences, skills and behavior present and are the information systems and infrastructure prepared?

Why do you need a quality management system? Without satisfied customers your business will not survive. Why do you need an Asset Management system? You need to guarantee the integrity and reliability of your assets. Incidents with huge impact are no longer accepted and your stakeholders want to know how you are managing your assets. Assurance that assets are delivering value in a sustainable way is pivotal.
SOLUTION

Stork Asset Management Technology has, actively participated in the Dutch NEN committee for the design of the ISO 55000 series Asset Management from the start. The ISO 55000 describes the principles and terminology, the ISO 55001 outlines the requirements for an Asset Management system and the ISO 55002 provides guidelines for the application. The ISO 55000 series provides useful information, requirements and guidelines for the design of your Asset Management System.

Based on the experience of projects within a variety of companies and industries, Stork Asset Management Consultancy has developed a field proven vision on Asset Management. This model is aligned with the requirements of the ISO 55000 series. For more information you can download the white paper (www.stork.com). Stork Asset Management Technology is recognized by the Institute of Asset Management as endorsed trainer for Asset Management.

Combining the ISO 55000 series with the field proven expertise in Asset Management assures that best practices will be embedded from the start of the development and/or improvement of the Asset Management System. The Asset Management policy and strategy will be aligned with your organizational strategic plan. The design of the Asset Management processes, organization and information systems will deliver sustainable support in creating value from assets.

Next to the extended experience and knowledge in the different domains of Asset Management, Stork Asset Management Solutions has unique implementation capabilities expressed in field proven change management and project management approaches. This can be demonstrated by a number of client testimonials.

Results & Benefits

An Asset Management System supports maximizing asset performance, optimizing associated expenditures and minimizing risks. It forces the implementation of continuous improvement loops in order to realize value from your Assets.

Risks and opportunities are detected and the appropriate measurements implemented and it assures that decisions at all levels are taken in line with business requirements, for the entire asset life cycle.

You can demonstrate to your stakeholders that your assets are managed in the most sustainable and optimised way and it enables your company to achieve world-class performance in Asset Management.

Want to know more?

Stork Asset Management Technology
T: +31 (0) 88 089 23 71
E: AMT@stork.com

Contact person: Joris Grimbergen

Figure: Stork’s Field proven Asset Management model